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Hollywood loves remaking movies. There's something about unearthing the

characters of the ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s (and mid-2000s?) that keeps directors
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and producers digging them up to have another go at it for the current

generation's first exposure or the original's second viewing.

Although not all of today's upcoming remakes fall in the horror genre, the

idea of messing with the original stories of some is enough to scare you.

Keep reading to see who plans to push your buttons with yet another

revamp of a past popular story.

"Carrie""Carrie"
The remake of the 1976 film based on Stephen King's novel about

temperamental, telekinetic teen Carrie, is hitting theaters this month. Chloë
Grace Moretz will play the title role, originally held by Sissy Spacek, in the

modern day retelling. Moretz, who is best known as Hit-Girl in the "Kick

Ass" series, will shed blood once more according to the trailer circulating.

While King and Spacek originally thought Lindsay Lohan would make a

great Carrie, it appears that Moretz will do just as well.

"It""It"
Another Stephen King tale in the works of a redo is 1990's "IT." While

Warner Bros. has been discussing another adaptation of the nearly 1,200

page book for the past three years, there is little to divulge about the

project. David Kajganich ("The Invasion," "Blood Creek") has been

announced as the screenwriter with plans to make a two-part film that Cary

Fukunaga ("Jane Eyre") will be directing. No actors have been announced or

rumored at this point.

"Drop Dead Fred""Drop Dead Fred"
Russell Brand will be taking to the big

screen yet again in the Universal Pictures

remake of "Drop Dead Fred." Universal

produced two of Brand's other movies,

"Forgetting Sarah Marshall" and "Get Him

to the Greek," so it's no surprise they're at

it again. Dennis McNicholas ("Saturday

Night Live") will write the script, and

Brand promises it will be "crazier than the

original."

"Annie""Annie"
Quvenzhané Wallis is best known as the

main character in "Beasts of the Southern

Wild," a movie that earned her the title of the youngest Oscar nominee to

date. Nowadays, the 10-year-old can be spotted biking around the set of an

"Annie" remake in which she plays the title role. The musical, co-produced

by Jay-Z and Will Smith, stars Jamie Foxx, Cameron Diaz and Rose Byrne

("Insidious," "Bridesmaids") among others. Currently filming, the film is
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scheduled to be released by Christmas Day 2014.

"Weird Science""Weird Science"
John Hughes was a master at teen

dramedies, with hits such as "The Breakfast

Club," "Sixteen Candles," "Ferris Bueller's

Day Off" and more. So, why would

someone possibly try to remake his 1985

flick about two nerds and a science project

gone great? Well, I guess that's Hollywood.

In addition to "Drop Dead Fred" Universal

is also tackling a "Weird Science" remake

with the help of the original producer, Joel

Silver. Michael Bacall, who wrote "21 Jump

Street," "Project X" and "Scott Pilgrim vs.

the World" will be jumping on to do the

screenplay and hopes to make it "edgier"

with R-rated material.

"Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles""Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles"
Just because Michael Bay didn't cast Megan Fox past "Transformers:

Revenge of the Fallen," doesn't mean he wouldn't work with her again. This

time around, there are four bandana-wearing turtles in the mix who will go

from animated to live-action. Producer Bay recently caused controversy

with the change in name from "Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles" to simply

"Ninja Turtles," then changed it back even more recently.

Other potential remakes that have been announced include:

"Dirty Dancing"

"American Psycho"

"Poltergeist"

"The Orphanage"

"Scarface"

"Fantastic Four"

"Godzilla"

"Jumanji"

"The Mummy"

"Van Helsing"
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